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New Developments in Counting Very Small Lunar Craters
by Kurt A. Fisher
Abstract
Controversies regarding the validity of lunar crater production curves from small lunar crater
counting cannot be fully resolved without improved Crater Detection Algorithm (CDA) software.
The counting accuracy of current CDA software is low, and development of improved software
requires matched sets of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) images
taken under both high and low solar illumination. For future work, we propose to prepare two
cross-reference indices from the 503,206 LRO images published by the LROC Team through
Release No. 7 in Sept. 2011: ﬁrst, where Lunar Orbiter V (LOV) high resolution high solar
illumination images overlap NAC low-illumination images, and second, where high and low solar
illumination NAC images of nearside lunar mares overlap, if any. A follow up article will illustrate
the use of NASA PDS View to extract subparts from NAC images and how to locate candidate NAC
images using the LRO Image Browser and ACT-REACT Map.
1. Introduction
Xiao & Strom's recent finding questioning the validity of small lunar crater counts (100m ≥D<1km)
should be deferred for very small craters (5m≥D<100m) until more NAC high solar illumination
images can be identified that match existing Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Narrow Angle
Camera (NAC) low solar illumination images. A larger set of NAC overlap images is needed in
order to have a statistically valid large sample of very small craters (Xiao & Strom, 2011). The sun
incidence variation in crater counts recently re-confirmed by Ostrach et al. (2011) can be controlled
for by image selection and computation. Traditional objections to very small crater counting based
on secondary impact contamination can be ignored because below the equilibrium saturation point,
very small craters are constantly gardened on relatively short time frames, and thus useful spatial
frequency diagram (SFD) information may exist under Neukum et al.'s SFD slope for very small
craters below saturation equilibrium. Crater production curves based on very small lunar crater
counts also might provide an upper boundary constraint on estimates of the lunar meteor impact
flux based on real time telescopic monitoring. However, improved accuracy crater detection
algorithm (CDA) software is needed in order to resolve these questions, where the best of current
CDAs detect between 33% to 83% of craters in an image (Bandeira et al., 2010; Lonč
arićet al.,
2011).
Producing improved CDA software that would automatically count very small craters requires
matched NAC high and low solar illumination images that can identify very small craters that are
both bright-rayed and that have sharp rims (see illustrative examples Fig.s 1 through 6). Between
2008 and the present, the deployment of improved imaging technology on the recent set of lunar
spacecraft generated a wealth of new high resolution imagery, and, assuming the accuracy of
automatic CDA counting can be improved, the new high resolution images create an opportunity to
characterize lunar crater production curves for very small diameter craters (5m≥D<100m) as
distinguished from small craters (100m≥D<1km) and large craters (D≥1km) (Lonč
arićand
Salamunićcar, 2008). For future work, we propose to support CDA development by identifying
matched NAC images that are illuminated by high and low sun angles, and those overlap regions
will be distributed to the astronomy software research community in order to aid development of
the next generation of CDA software.
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2 Background
2.1 Direct measurements of the small lunar impact ﬂux
The National Research Council set as a minor lunar research goal to improve estimates of the real
time meteor lunar impact ﬂux (National Research Council, 2007, p. 21). The research team most
focused on this question is NASA’s Meteoroid Environment Office. In order to characterize the
impact ﬂux, the Meteoroid Environment Office monitors lunar impacts by small Earth-based
telescopic video monitoring, and between 2005 and 2010 the Office observed 108 lunar meteoroid
impact ﬂashes over 212 hours of continuous observation. They found that the average impactor’s
mass is 100 grams, and a typical impactor produces a crater 13.5m in diameter (Cooke et al., 2007;
Suggs et al., 2007; Suggs, 2010). From those observations, Suggs estimates an average lunar meteoroid impact ﬂux of 1.34×10−7 km−2hr−1, which is equivalent to 1.17×10−3km −2yr−1 (Suggs, 2010,
unpublished). Oberst used another form of real time lunar impact observing – seismic monitoring
from stations on the lunar surface. He extracted impact observations was a network of small seismic
recording stations deployed at several Apollo landing sites (the Apollo Passive Seismic Experiment)
between 1969 to 1977 (Oberst, 1989; Kawamura et al., 2011). From this real time monitoring data,
Oberst estimated the positions of 91 lunar meteoroid impacts that generated craters between “a few
and tens of meters,” but he did not estimate an average meteor ﬂux rate. An alternative method to
ﬁnding the lunar meteor ﬂux through video or seismic real time impact monitoring is retrospective
study of lunar impact craters through spatial frequency diagrams. Improved crater counting studies
for very small, very young craters (5m≥D<100m) might also provide an additional boundary
constraint on the Meteoroid Office’s preliminary estimate of the lunar impact ﬂux.
2.2 Historical high resolution lunar imagery
Three researchers from the Apollo era previously computed spatial frequency diagrams for very
small craters using high-resolution images from Lunar Orbiter series of candidate Apollo landing
sites and Ranger series impact ﬁlm, but those prior studies were based on images illuminated by
widely sun angles. Greeley & Gault precisely measured thousands of small craters between 2.5m10.0 m in diameter, and from one 1964 Ranger 7 P-1 camera image taken seconds before Ranger’s
impact on Mare Cognitum, Brinkmann measured craters between one and 10m in diameter
(Brinkmann, 1966; Greeley & Gault, 1970). Shoemaker measured the distribution of very small
craters from Ranger images. Greeley & Gault’s very small crater measurements were part of a
larger Apollo era program, described in Gault (1970), and in that program, approximately 20
researchers cataloged the spatial frequency distribution of the crater diameters between 10m to
1000m for more than 1.3 million craters. The source of their data where high resolution images
covering about 60,000km2 of 30 regions on the lunar surface from Lunar Orbiter II, III and V. But
in Greeley & Gault’s study, for example, sun angle illuminations varied between 10 degrees to 36
degrees.
After being taken in 1967, highest resolution engineering records for Lunar Orbiter V were archived
in an inaccessible analogue format, and those images have only recently become available. LOV
automatically processed wet ﬁlm images while in lunar orbit, and in a process analogous to a fax
transmission, the satellite converted those images to an analogue signal for broadcast to Earth-based
receivers. The archived tapes were recordings of those transmissions. After proposals for the LRO
took shape in the early 2000s, the U.S. Geological Survey began recovery of high resolution LOV
images (Weller et al., 2007). It was only as recently as 2009 that NASA re-released digitized
versions of 1967 high resolution images that could be recovered (Gaddis et al., 2009); however, the
coverage of the recovered images is severely limited (U.S. Geologic Survey, 2011), and the
recovery process continues (Epps & Sandler, 2011). These historical, but newly re-released, LOV
high-resolution images have a new use. LOV images can be combined with new NAC high
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resolution imagery to estimate the lunar impact ﬂux between 1967 and 2009, free of the
observational bias of real time Earth based video or lunar based seismic monitoring.
Because the new NAC images potentially provide a wider selection of images under different solar
illumination angles, new crater counts from the new imagery might yield revised lunar production
crater curves for the very small crater class.
2.3 New high resolution NAC lunar imagery
Although improved lunar crater production curves for very small craters (5m≥D<100m) might
provide an additional boundary constraint on the Meteoroid Office’s preliminary estimate of the
lunar impact ﬂux, counting very small craters requires high resolution images, and satellites sent to
the Moon since 2009 have returned a bonanza of such images. Resolutions achieved by instruments
aboard recent lunar satellites that could contribute new very small crater measurements include the
following: the LRO NAC, 0.5 to 1.5m\pixel that has resolved 3m-30m diameter craters (Beyer et
al., 2011; Xiao & Strom, 2011); Kaguya Terrain Camera (TC), 10m\pixel that has resolved 50m
craters (Xiao & Strom, 2011); LRO mini-RF receiver, 30m\pixel that has resolved 150m diameter
craters (Bell et al., 2011); LRO Wide Angle Camera (WAC), 75m\pixel (Scholten et al., 2011); and
Chandrayaan-1, 140m\pixel (Lonč
arićet al., 2011). Additionally, the LRO Lunar Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (LOLA) provides highly accurate surface altitude measurements at 5m diameter spots
spaced 25m apart (Mazarico et al., 2010). The high resolution of LRO’s NAC images considerably
improve on the 1984 Clementine mission’s nominal resolution of 100m\pixel and crater diameters
of 500m (Werner & Medvedev, 2010b) and the 1965-1967 Lunar Orbiter I-V series’ resolutions of
60m\pixel for the entire lunar surface.
Figure 1 through Figure 6 show high resolution NAC images illuminated by low, mid and high sun
angles. NAC images also provide a unique new method for improving crater counting: stereograms
created from matched images of the same area taken during consecutive LRO orbits. On some
consecutive LRO orbital passes separated by about 90 minutes, the NAC captured overlapping
images of the same terrain but at a slightly different angle. Figure 4 shows the foreshortening
resulting from imaging the same feature from different angles, illustrated by two NAC images of
the Crater Ina D feature taken on two consecutive orbits. As discussed below, Stopar et al.
demonstrated how to combine two such images to compute the depths, as well as the diameters, of
craters. Figure 6 illustrates an NAC image (Figure 5) processed to emphasize bright-rayed, fresh
craters.
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Figure 1: ACT-REACT Map that excerpts from NAC images M104898806LE and M140291034LE
north of Reiner Gamma near lunar coordinates N7.68, W49.53. The left image, M104898806LE, as
taken under 9.45° solar illumination, and the right image, M140291034LE, was taken under 48.08°
solar illumination. These images demonstrate how low angle illumination best captures crater rim
details and how high angle illumination best highlights the ejecta patterns of bright-rayed young
craters. A regional map showing the location of this crater is Figure 7, below. Credit:
NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University/Applied Coherent Technology.
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Figure 2: Low solar angle illumination image excerpted from an NAC image, M147454678LC, at Lines
1,500-3,499, Columns 1,939-2,266, near lunar coordinates N34.67, W72.53, under 6.17° solar
illumination, but the image’s brightness and contrast have been modiﬁed to enhance features. The
white scale bar represents 100m, and the resolution of the original NAC image 0.72m\pixel. The image
area covers 1.74km2 , and it illustrates how low-angle illumination best captures crater rims. At higher
display magniﬁcations, small craters with fresh rims between 5m to 50m in diameter can be detected,
but conversely, bright-rayed young craters are not highlighted as with high angle sunlight. Line
segments A-B, C-D, E-F and G-H are discussed below. Credit: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University.

Figure 3: Raw image profiles of lines A-B, C-D and E-F marked on Figure 2. Line profiles
also distinguish fresh and degraded crater rims.
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Figure 4: This montage of NAC images of C. Ina D taken on two successive orbits shows mid-range
solar illumination (Left: M119808916LC, Right: M119815703LC near lunar coordinations N18.6,
E5.3 under 55-56° solar illumination and with a difference in incidence angle of 34.4°.) These NAC
images were identiﬁed in Stopar et al. (2010). The upper panels are wider angle views of these NAC
images from ACT-REACT Map, and the white boxes in the upper panels denote regions covered by
corresponding high resolution NAC image excerpts in the bottom panels. Each images’ brightness and
contrast have been modiﬁed to enhance features. The photographs illustrate how NAC images of the
same feature taken from two successive LRO orbits can yield data from which stereograms might be
constructed. Stopar et al. (2010) counted very small craters on the mare surface adjacent to C. Ina,
and they estimated the craters’ depths from stereograms constructed from images M119808916LC
and M119815703LC. Credit: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University.
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Figure 5: High solar angle illumination image excerpted from an NAC image, M155689122LE, at
Lines 43,000-44,999, Columns 2,000-3,999, near lunar coordinations N31.21, W68.7, under 60.2° solar
illumination, but the image’s brightness and contrast have been modiﬁed to enhance features. The
white scale bar represents 100m, and the resolution of the original image is 0.48m\pixel. The image size
is approximately 1.74km 2, and the photograph illustrates how high angle illumination emphasizes
young fresh craters that are surrounded by bright rays. At higher display magniﬁcations, bright ray
craters between 5m to 50m in diameter can be detected, but conversely, the high angle of solar
illumination washes out deﬁnition in the crater rims. Older very small craters with degraded rays and
rims cannot be detected. Credit: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University.

Figure 6: Same as Figure 5, but the high sun angle image is inverted and hypered. Now the brightrayed fresh craters can be easily counted.
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Another new technological development that aids very small crater counting is the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Team’s (LROC) granting of easy, unrestricted internet access to
the 503,206 LRO image archive, but image retrieval methods have limitations that prevent efficient
identiﬁcation of image overlaps by sun altitude angles. First, the LROC Image Browser allows
retrieval of NAC images for a user-speciﬁed square region of the lunar surface by sun angle (NASA
& School of Earth and Space Exploration, 2010), and second, NASA and the LROC Team also
provide a web applet, named the “ACT-REACT Map,” that conversely allows for the visual
spotting of overlapping high resolution images. Neither retrieval application supports efficient
ﬁltering to only retrieve images that overlap at user selected high and low sun angle images (NASA
& School of Earth and Space Exploration, 2011). Figure 7 shows an illustrative ACT-REACT Map
screenshot. Other NAC image portals include the Lunar Orbital Data Explorer (NASA &
Washington University at St. Louis, 2010) and NASA LRO PDS Image Node (NASA et al., 2011).

Figure 7: Example screenshot from the LROC Team’s ACT-REACT Map at selenographic
coordinates latitude N7.68, longitude W58.63. The graphic illustrates the ACT-REACT Map
application’s ability to and limitations of rendering overlapping NAC images of differing sun angle
elevations. Annotations on the graphic show key points on the use of the ACT-REACT Map applet.
Point A: Activate display of the boundaries of NAC images on the search map. Point B: Set mode to
pan map. Point C: Set to retrieve information on NAC images. Point D: Set mode to retrieve
information on NAC images at the next click point. Point E: Clicking on the ACT-REACT base map
near Reiner Gamma feature to retrieve data on available NAC images at that point. Point F: Retrieval
screen data returned by the ACT-REACT applet. Point G: Point near Reiner Gamma shown in Figure
1, above. This ACT-REACT Map screenshot shows that there are numerous potential image overlap
areas, but it is inefficient to manually review each potential overlap region in order to determine if a
high-low illumination match exists. Credit: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University/Applied Coherent
Technology.

Figure 7 also demonstrates an anecdotal limitation seen in high resolution NAC images. Overlap of
available high and low sun angle images tends to occur in small areas at the north or south ends of
each image, and thus the number of the highest quality data regions suitable for CDA testing
purposes may be low and are difficult to identify. Currently, the ACT-REACT public applet appears
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to contain NAC images limited to the LROC Team’s 7th Release; the applet does not contain NAC
images from the ﬁrst through ﬁfth releases. Nonetheless, individual images can be easily retrieved
from the LROC Team’s archive, and the availability of these images have high resolution images
have reinvigorated CDA research.
2.4 New developments in automatic counting of very small lunar craters
Inspired by this new wealth of easily accessible high resolution LRO NAC images, researchers are
developing new techniques to support the next generation of CDA crater counting and digital
elevation terrain mapping (DEM) software, and these new techniques can improve CDA counting
of very small lunar craters (5m≥D<100m). Salamunić
car & Lonč
arić(2008) list 68 prior CDA
articles concerning the Moon and Mars that were published between 2000 and 2007, and twentyﬁve of those articles were published between 2005 and 2007. Bandeira et al. (2010) notes that these
earlier CDAs were developed to detect large craters on low resolution images and that those
algorithms are inefficient at detecting small craters on high resolution images, but the next
generation of CDA software could be extended to counting very small craters with a diameter less
than 100m.
Several examples of small crater counting techniques were published during 2010-2011. Stopar et
al. used stereograms from two NAC high resolution images to reconstruct the proﬁles of 85 brightrayed craters between 40m to 200m in diameter near C. Ina (Stopar et al., 2010). Scholten et al.
combined LRO LOLA and LRO WAC imagery into a global lunar digital elevation map (DEM)
with a resolution of 200m\pixel, and from those images, their automated crater counting method
resolved craters that are “tens of meters in diameter” (Scholten et al., 2010). Using three NAC
images and a crater counting module available for the commercial ArcGis software, Hiesinger et al.
compared crater counts for small craters between 10-300m in diameter in young melt pools on the
ﬂoor of C. Copernicus with areas in Copernicus’s ejecta rays, and they conclude that the younger
melt pools were aged between 113M and 237M years (Hiesinger et al., 2010b). Morita et al.
experimented using Fourier transforms to count craters on simulated images and DEMs (Morita et
al., 2010). In other software advances, the U.S. Geological Survey developed and released a large
crater count analysis plugin and a crater measuring helper plugin for use with the ArcGis product
(U.S. Geologic Survey, 2010). Lonč
arićet al. applied shape-from-shading (SfS) computation
techniques to Chandrayaan-1 imagery to construct a digital elevation map (DEM), and they then
automatically counted 33% craters (N=125 of 387) in lunar test regions (Lonč
arićet al., 2011).
Their crater detection resolution limit based on 140m\pixel Chandrayaan images was 1\512˚or
about 60m. In comparison, Bandeira et al. created a CDA that accurately detected 83% of small
craters larger than 200m in diameter from high resolution surface images of Mars (Bandeira et al.,
2010), and Grumpe & Wöhler successfully demonstrated the accuracy of the SfS DEM technique
on lunar surfaces of varying albedo (Grumpe & Wöhler, 2011). Several research groups in the
United States and Europe are independently testing experimental DEM software against two agreed
LRO NAC lunar images (Beyer et al., 2011), and of those groups, Beyer et al. combined SfS DEMs
made from the NAC test images and LOLA elevation data.
2.5 New developments in manual counting of very small lunar craters
Prior to the digital age, manual techniques were used to count craters, but even manual counting
techniques beneﬁt from computer-aided processing. In the 1970s, Greeley & Gault used teams of up
to 8 graduate students to count 333,404 small craters, and for quality control, Greeley & Gault both
limited counters to two-hour shifts and followed counters by deviation from the mean analysis in
order to exclude inaccurate counts (Greeley & Gault, 1970). Greeley & Gault recommended crater
counting by groups of counters, not individual counters, in order to control for observer counting
bias, and even with good controls, his crater counter measurements still varied by 20% around the
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mean. Since 2009, Moon Zoo Project have been combining Internet distributed computing with
general public volunteers to classify and count 5,043,360 lunar features, including very small
craters, over a seven month period (Citizens Science Alliance & Moon Zoo Team, 2011; Gay et al.,
2011). One advantage of the Moon Zoo Project’s approach is that deviation from the mean analysis
can be used to detect and to adjust for such counting biases by well-known methods. Researchers
with the Moon Zoo Project propose to use distributed volunteer counting for very small craters
using NAC images (Joy et al., 2011; Lintott, 2010), but the Project began in mid-2010 and results
are still forthcoming.
Recently, other researchers have applied traditional manual crater counting techniques to count very
small diameter craters from LRO NAC images. Using high resolution LRO NAC images of a small
region near C. Alphonsus, Xiao & Strom measured craters down to 3m in diameter from NAC
images, but they do not state the total surface area from which they extracted their counts (Xiao &
Strom, 2011). They also used lower resolution Kaguya images to measure larger craters in the same
region, and in order to study the effect of solar illumination angle on crater counts, Ostrach et al.
used high resolution NAC images of a region northeast of C. Lambert to report crater counts down
to 50m in diameter (Ostrach et al., 2011). Ostrach et al. recorded crater counts for craters down to
10m in diameter, but they declined to utilize crater counts for craters with a diameter below 50m
due to concerns over the resolution limit of NAC images biasing their tallies. Bouley & Baratoux
measured 662 craters on one NAC image with diameters between 65m and 1000m, while using the
slope of those craters in order to test whether slope is an indicator of crater degradation and age, and
they found a consistent pattern in the slope of degraded craters within crater diameter classes
between 90m and 360m (Bouley & Baratoux, 2011). Robinson et al. used crater counting of very
small craters between 3m and 50m to relatively date the elevated butte and depressed valley regions
within the Ina D feature (Robinson et al., 2010) (see Figure 4). While manual crater counting
remains the best method for obtaining statistically valid count results, manual counting is labor
intensive and less cost efficient than automated counting.
3 New controversies concerning counting very small craters (5m≥D<100m)
The future of very small crater counting remains with automated counting techniques, assuming that
count accuracy of CDAs can be increased. Other researchers call into question whether very small
crater counting is intrinsically ﬂawed, and they question whether the any counting technique can
ever yield statistically valid lunar crater production curves.
3.1 Variation in very small crater counts caused by surface geology
One researcher asserts that lunar crater production curves can never be produced from the new
NAC images of very small craters. Xiao & Strom raise questions concerning whether crater
counting of very small and small craters can produce statistically valid lunar crater production
curves based on impact variations caused by surface geology (Xiao & Strom, 2011). Based on
crater counts extracted from LRO and Kaguya images of C. Alphonsus (that resolve very small
craters (3m-30m dia.) and small craters (50-1000m)), Xiao & Strom (2011) concluded that such
crater counts are dominated by secondary impacts and that the number of preserved craters varies
by the nature of geologic surface materials. Xiao & Strom’s conclusion regarding secondary impact
contamination of very small crater counts reaches an incorrect conclusion because they did not
comply with generally accepted crater reporting methodology by reporting the size of area that they
surveyed. Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group et al.’s standard methodology requires
enumerating the key metric of the surface area examined (Crater Analysis Techniques Working
Group et al., 1979). Since only a small number of fresh craters can be expected to be found within
the few square kilometers covered by a single high resolution image, the variation in spatial
frequency counts that Xiao & Strom found may be the result of sampling too small a surface area.
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In contrast, Ostrach et al. qualiﬁes their conclusions on sun angle illumination contamination of
small craters counts due to their small 4km 2 survey area, that “may be too small to adequately
assess the small crater population” (id).
3.2 Variation in very small crater counts caused by sun angle illumination
Another researcher feels valid crater counting might be prevented by variations between images of
sun angle illumination. Ostrach et al. compared very small craters down to 10m in diameter on
Apollo Metric and NAC high resolution images that were illuminated by the different local sun
angles, and they concluded that the number of craters that could be counted varied signiﬁcantly by
the angle of solar illumination (Ostrach et al., 2011). Ostrach et al. also note that this is not a new
ﬁnding. As early as 1975, Young suggested that sun angle can be compensated for computationally
(Young, 1975), and modern SFD and antapex-apex modeling compensates for both latitudinal and
longitudinal variations by computational adjustments (Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011; Gallant et al.,
2009).
3.3 Contamination of very small crater counts by secondary impacts
Due to secondary impact contamination, some researchers object to the use of larger crater SFDs
and Neukum’s Production Function (NPF) to date solar system surfaces with respect to small
craters (McEwen, 2003, 2006; Wells et al., 2010), or they restrict their crater count analysis to
craters larger than 20km in diameter to avoid count contamination from secondary impacts (Marchi
& Bottke, 2010). (Neukum’s NPF is the generally accepted standard that estimates the number of
craters by class on a one-giga year nearside lunar mare surface. For those unfamiliar with the NPF,
Section 1 of the Appendix provides a background on the function and explains how the NPF is used
to relatively date lunar surfaces.) Wells et al. demonstrated contamination of crater counts on the
ﬂoors of C. Newton and Newton-A from secondary impacts craters with a diameter between 400m2km, where the secondary impacts originated from Tycho (Wells et al., 2010). Conversely, Head et
al. found no signiﬁcant secondary crater effect for craters larger than 20km based on a global
analysis of highland and maria craters (Head et al., 2010).
Neukum’s rebuttal to the secondary impact criticism is that Malin et al.’s recent observation of fresh
impact craters on Mars illustrates that the NPF for Mars adequately incorporates the secondary
impact effect (Neukum, 2008; Malin et al., 2006). Using Malin’s data for Martian craters with a
diameter of 20m-100m, Neukum plotted a SFD, and he concluded that the spatial frequency slope
for Malin’s fresh craters nearly matched the slope of the Martian NPF (Neukum, 2008). All of these
objections to study of the spatial frequency of very small craters can be resolved, and those
objections should not present only a caution, and not a barrier, to reinvigorated crater counting
efforts.
4 Paths to resolving new controversies for counting very small craters
The secondary impact contamination objection can be avoided by counting only bright, fresh,
young craters and by careful control of distance to nearby craters greater than 100m in diameter.
Misinterpretations concerning secondary impact contamination can be avoided by adoption of a
lunar planetary community consensus on the minimum survey size for very small craters from
which valid statistical results can be obtained. Better archive image retrieval tools would allow
researchers to gather a sufficient number of samples of similarly sun illuminated images in order to
conduct statistically valid studies.
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4.1 Discussion of the secondary impact contamination objection
The secondary impact contamination objection warrants a preliminary analysis response, if further
studies of the lunar production function for very small craters can be justiﬁed. There are several
reasons why secondary impact contamination may not signiﬁcantly contaminate crater counts for
very small craters (5m≥D<100m) as opposed to small and large craters (100m≥D≤100km).
Recent objections by researchers to surface dating by SFDs based on secondary impact
contamination originate from Soderblom’s 1970 modeling of surface erosion from very small crater
impacts (Soderblom, 1970). From high-velocity gun experiments on a simulated lunar surface,
Gault found that as new impacts accumulate on a sand surface, any new impacts eventually erase an
existing craters (Gault, 1970; Soderblom, 1970). The point at which any incremental crater must
erode an existing crater is the saturation point, and Soderblom also modeled that over time the
impacted surface reaches an equilibrium of newly created and destroyed surfaces. The experimentally observed erosion of craters is caused by secondary contamination from the ejecta from
new strikes. Soderblom’s modeling also suggests a spatial frequency diagram slope near -3.8. Very
small lunar crater counting by Shoemaker and Brinkmann, based on spatial frequency diagrams
computed from Ranger images, found crater frequency slopes between -3.3 and -4.0 for craters
smaller than 1km (Soderblom, 1970), which was in the range predicted by Soderblom. Soderblom’s
experimental SFD slope near -3.8 is also consistent with Neukum et al.’s lunar crater production
function. Of particular concern to very small crater counting is that a crater may not originate from
a unique impact; a very small crater have been caused by a boulder secondarily ejected from a
nearby large impact.
Other research suggests that secondaries from nearby large craters may not be expected to
contaminate very small crater spatial frequency counts due to surface re-gardening, saturation
equilibrium and rapid small crater ray degradation. In the 1970s, Gault used high-velocity gun
experiments to characterize the regolith gardening process, and in 1974, Gault et al. modeled the
probability that any one square kilometer of the lunar surface would be overturned by direct or
nearby impacts to a speciﬁed depth (Gault et al., 1974). Using Monte Carlo techniques, Gault et al.
estimated that the top 1cm of lunar soil is turned over between 1,000 and 10,000 times over a
10,000,000 year period, and other stochastic modeling suggests that any single point on the lunar
surface may be raising from a baseline to 30cm in height and excavated in depth 10cm below the
baseline on a timescale of 24 million years (Heiken et al., 1991, p. 89).
Closely related to repeated surface turnover is equilibrium saturation, and Neukum’s production
function also incorporates the concept of equilibrium saturation. The NPF supports the proposition
that for small craters under 100m in diameter, each kilometer of lunar surface is re-gardened over
geologically relatively small time periods. Gault and Soderblom showed that for very small craters,
as impacts accumulate on a surface over time, a saturation point is quickly reached in which any
new impact will degrade an adjacent crater.
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Figure 8: Plot of the Neukum lunar crater production curve (Neukum et al., 2001). The function
models the log base 10 of the number of cumulative craters larger than the chosen crater diameter D
within one square kilometer and aged less than 1 Ga years. For the smallest crater within the
function’s domain, 10m, the function predicts there will be 102.78 craters larger than 10m (N=602) in
any one square kilometer on the lunar surface. The thick bar represents the approximate cross-over
point. To the left of the cross-over point, the lunar surface is constantly resurfaced, or “gardened,” by
numerous small impacts. To the left of the cross-over point, a historical record of impact craters is not
preserved due to this constant resurfacing. To the right of the cross-over point, the lunar surface
records an unchanged historical collection of large crater impacts over the last one billion years.

Neukum’s twelve term logarithmic lunar production function (Appendix Eq. 3, Figure 8) can be
integrated with respect to time to yield a chronology function in the general form of Eq. 1 (Neukum
et al., 2001; Neukum, 2011). Equation 2 is Neukum’s chronology function integrated from App. Eq.
3 for 1km craters, and Figure 9 plots the 1km diameter crater chronology function over 3.5 giga
years.
Bt

N(D, t)=(A × (e −1)) + (Ct) ; for D km craters across time t.
−14

N(1) = (5.44 × 10

6.93t

× (e

(1)

−1)) + (8.38 × 10-4 × t) ; for 1km craters across time t. (2)
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Figure 9: Plot of the Neukum crater chronology function for craters with 1km in diameter after Eq. 2
(Neukum et al., 2001). The chronology function models the number of cumulative craters larger than
the chosen crater diameter as a function of time for a period between 0 and 1 giga year. The bar
approximates the saturation equilibrium point for 1km craters. After the saturation point is reached,
new 1m diameter craters erase older 1km diameter craters, and the rate of accumulation slows. For
1km craters, saturation equilibrium is reached before 1 giga year. For very smaller diameter craters,
saturation equilibrium will be reached earlier than 1 giga year, and for larger craters, for example
10km and above, saturation equilibrium is not reached within the known age of the Moon. A separate
chronology function exists for any given crater diameter class within the valid domain of the Neukum
production function, as discussed in the main text.

As Figure 9 illustrates, a square kilometer of lunar surface quickly saturates within the ﬁrst billion
years of impacts, that is the surface reaches saturation equilibrium. After saturation, new 1km
craters created between 1 to 3 giga years will not appreciably change the appearance of the lunar
surface. For small craters less than 100m in diameter, the equilibrium saturation point will be
reached far earlier than 1 giga year, and this process in part explains Hiesinger et al.’s earliest
dating of Tycho melt pool surfaces by crater counting at 113M years. Extrapolating these results for
Neukum’s chronology function to the limits of Neukum’s production function at 0.01km diameter
craters suggests that the saturation equilibrium point for small and very small craters occurs over a
relatively short geologic time period.
This extrapolation is supported by Ivanov’s dating of very small craters between 10m and 100m in
diameter at four locations by associating craters with surface ages estimated by cosmic ray exposure
(Ivanov, 2006). Ivanov counted very small craters around craters from which Apollo missions
returned surface rocks. Once the lunar rocks were returned to Earth, the rocks could be dated from
measurements of the degree of surface degradation that they exhibited caused by cosmic rays (id).
Ivanov concluded for very small craters that the age of gardened mare surfaces was at most 100M
years old, and he speculated that for very small craters, the best working estimate of secondary
contamination of counts is 25% to 50% of the total and is not the higher estimate of ≥75%
secondary contamination made by others. Ivanov suggests exercising caution in reaching
conclusions until more small crater SFDs can be obtained from new high resolution imagery and
until those small craters are ground truthed by dating rocks returned to Earth by future lunar
missions.
That the lunar surface is turned over rapidly by very small impacts is also suggested by a higher rate
of bright ray degradation within progressively smaller crater diameter classes. While a given square
kilometer of lunar surface might contain an older 1m diameter secondary impact crater, for example
an impact that occurred 750M years ago from C. Tycho, a very small crater is more likely to be
degraded within the last 1 million years from numerous small impacts. For 400m-100km diameter
craters, gardening does not have the same proportional effect on bright lunar rays as the gardening
of very small craters between 5m-100m in diameter. The turnover of the top 1cm of ejecta from a
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50km crater may not dim that impact’s thick bright ray, while the same surface turnover for a thin
bright ray layer surrounding a 10m diameter crater might be erased. Although the period over which
ray degradation occurs for very small craters is not well understood, recent results by Suzuki et al.
and Werner & Medvedev suggest that for craters larger than 300m, the duration of bright-ray
retention decreases with crater diameter (Suzuki et al., 2010; Werner & Medvedev, 2010a).
Even if some secondary impact contamination occurs from nearby 100m impacts, such secondaries
can be more easily excluded from crater counts. Since 1m ejecta would not be expected to travel
signiﬁcant distances from a lower energy 100m impact, associations between and exclusions of 1m5m diameter secondaries from 100m bright rayed impact craters could be identiﬁed and excluded
from very small crater counts. In contrast, a large Tycho class impact makes many 1km-20km
secondaries that travel large distances across the Moon’s surface. Additionally, for very small
craters below 100m in diameter, photographic resolution may self-limit secondary impact
contamination when counting such craters. For a large impact, like the 86km diameter C. Tycho,
ejecta created many secondaries 1km in diameter. A hypothetical similarly scaled 50m small impact
crater might create many one-half meter secondaries, but those secondaries are below the crater
resolution limit of NAC images.
Robinson et al. is illustrative of misinterpretations that can arise from applying the NPF and
Neukum’s chronology function to very small craters below the saturation equilibrium point
(Robinson et al., 2010). Because a high number of 5m-50m craters (N>3000) were found in their
counts of small areas on the valleys and buttes of the Ina D feature, Robinson et al. relied on
Neukum et al.’s NPF and concluded that Ina D was more than 1 giga year old. However, as
Robinson et al. acknowledges, their conclusions are at odds with six other prior researchers who
found that the Ina D feature is young. Because Robinson et al. counted very small craters that are
below the equilibrium saturation point for very small craters, a small region can have a density of
craters near the boundary limit of the NFP curve and still be young due to constant re-gardening by
more frequent, very small impacts. As the diameter of an impact crater decreases, the time to
equilibrium saturation decreases (Fig. 9). The NPF for very small craters extracted from high
resolution images will have the densities modeled by Neukum et al. for surfaces aged 1 giga year,
but those densities do not mean that those surfaces are 1 giga year old at very small diameters. For
very small craters to the left of the equilibrium point (Fig. 9), the surface may have been gardened
more than once, and thus, the actual surface age is younger even though the apparent age derived
from crater counting is older.
4.2 Establish a consensus on survey region size by crater diameter
Since there may only be one or two bright-rayed very-small craters in any given square kilometer of
the lunar surface, large areas of the lunar surface must be surveyed in order to characterize the
spatial frequency distribution of very small craters. As Gault noted for the Apollo era, researchers
surveyed 60,000km 2 in order to produce a SFD for both rayed and non-rayed craters with diameters
between 10m-1000m. While Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group et al. established
standards for the display of crater counts, they did not specify minimum survey region sizes that
would be required to produce statistically valid crater counts for each class of crater diameters. In
light of the controversies described above regarding small crater counting, Crater Analysis
Techniques Working Group et al. (1979) should be revisited on this point.
4.3 Improve tools to identify image overlaps by sun angle illumination
Crater counts do vary signiﬁcantly by sun angle illumination, but the half-million LROC image
archive and improved retrieval indexing would allow researchers to gather sufficient numbers of
images of a similar illumination to conduct new research. The highest-quality studies the could be
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done by counting very small craters using new high resolution imagery would match images from
four sources. First, historical high-solar illumination Lunar Orbiter V images for 36 limited areas of
the nearside surface can be matched with low solar illumination NAC images. Once registered, such
matched images would allow CDA software to match bright-rayed very small craters on high solar
illumination images with very small craters that show younger well deﬁned rims on low
illumination images. Second, historical high-solar illumination LOV high resolution images could
be matched with current high solar illumination NAC images. After registration and image
difference processing, it would be possible to detect very-small bright-rayed crater impacts that
occurred between the taking of LOV images in 1967 and the taking of NAC images during 20092010. An example that illustrates the viability of the historical comparison technique is NASA’s
2010 detection of a new 10m diameter lunar crater that was formed between 1971 and 2009. NASA
compared an old Apollo 15 high resolution image with a modern NAC image to detect the new
crater (Daubar, 2010). Similarly, in 2006, Malin et al. detected 20 new impact craters that had
diameters between 2m-150m and that formed on Mars between 1999 and 2006 by comparing old
and more recent Mars Global Surveyor images (Malin et al., 2006). Third, NAC low and high solar
illumination images could be matched for overlap. Fourth, stereograms from images made on
successive orbits provide additional data on crater depth.
However, the LROC Image Browser (NASA & School of Earth and Space Exploration, 2010), the
ACT-REACT Map applet (NASA & School of Earth and Space Exploration, 2011), the NASA
Lunar Data Explorer (NASA & Washington University at St. Louis, 2010), and the NASA LRO
PDS Image Node NASA et al. (2011) do not support efficient identiﬁcation of overlapping NAC
images for a user requested location by classes of solar illumination, and the ACT-REACT Map
applet currently does not provide coverage of all LROC images. The LROC Image Browser does
allow ﬁltering of NAC images by orbit number, box region and sun angle, and therefore the browser
can be used to identify stereogram candidates. Proposed future work will address these crossreferencing barriers to new CDA research.
5 Future work and conclusion
For future work, overlapping NAC images will be identiﬁed on nearside lunar maria where one
image was taken under high solar illumination and where the second image was taken under low
solar illumination. The source images will be the 503,206 LRO images released by the LROC Team
through September 2011, Release No. 7. The image cross-reference list will provide a set of test
image areas consistent with (Salamunićcar & Lonč
arić’s process for improving CDAs
(Salamunić
car & Lonč
arić
, 2008). A second list cross-referencing overlaps between historical LOV
high resolution high sun angle images and existing low-illumination NAC images will also be
prepared. Such cross-reference lists, when coupled with LRO laser altimeter data on surface
roughness and Clementine multi-spectral images on surface composition, will aid developers of
improved CDA software in improving the accuracy of their automated counting of very small lunar
craters (5m≥D<100m). A lunar production curve for very small lunar craters could provide an upper
boundary constraint for estimates of the current lunar meteor impact ﬂux. The development of
improved CDA software is a prerequisite to further investigation of the spatial frequency
distribution of very small craters using high resolution NAC images, where automated counting has
a low accuracy rate. Manual crater counting through Internet distributed volunteers is an alternative
to automated counting by CDA software. Improved CDA and counting software will have
application on other solar system bodies. A follow up article will illustrate the use of NASA PDS
Viewer to extract subparts from NAC images and how to locate candidate NAC images using the
LRO Image Browser and ACT-REACT Map.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Background on the Neukum Lunar Crater Production Function (NPF)
Neukum’s lunar crater production function (NPF) is a twelve term logarithmic differential equation
(App. Eq. 3) that estimates the density of craters by diameter per each square kilometer on nearside
lunar surface (Neukum, 1982; Neukum et al., 2001; Michael & Neukum, 2010). Figure 8 is a plot of
Neukum’s NPF. Neukum developed the function for large craters by counting only fresh, brightrayed craters with diameters greater than 250m with an estimated age of less than one giga year on
lunar mares. The NPF is meant to estimate the total craters aged less than one giga year that would
expected be to counted in any single square kilometer, and notwithstanding whether a crater is
young, bright-rayed or not. For very small craters under 100m in diameter, Neukum used crater
counts made by Shoemaker et al. from Apollo 11 and 12 landing sites to establish the upper
boundary condition of the NPF (Ivanov, 2006), and Neukum asserts the function is valid down to
craters of 10m in diameter (Neukum et al., 2001; Neukum, 2011).
1

log10 N(D)= −3.876 + (−3.557528(log10 D) )
2

3

+ (0.781027(log10 D) ) + (1.021521(log10 D) )
4

5

+(−0.156012(log10 D) )+(−0.444058(log10 D) )

6

(3)

7

+ (0.019977(log10 D) ) + (0.086850(log10 D) )
8

9

+(−0.005874(log10 D) )+(−0.006809(log10 D) )
10

11

+ (0.000825(log10 D) ) + (0.0000554(log10 D) ).
The NPF represents the logarithm of the cumulative number of craters larger than a specific class.
Table 1 shows a hypothetical simple crater count made from an image illustrates the how the raw
count of craters relates to the logarithm of the cumulative number of craters larger than a specific
class. This method of tabulating craters was pioneered by Baldwin and was refined by the Crater
Analysis Working Group (Baldwin, 1964; Crater Analysis Working Group, 1978).
Crater dia.
cohort
0m -99m
100m - 999 m
1km – 9.9km
10km – 100km

Raw
count
1000
100
10
1

Cumulative
count
1000
1100
1110
1111

Cumulative
class
≤100m
>100m
>1km
>10km

Cumulative
count>
1111
111
10
1

Log Cumulative >
3
2
1
0

Table 1 – Hypothetical crater count by raw and cumulative crater diameter cohort. The log slope of
the rightmost column is approximately -1.

The NPF’s valid domain is ambiguously reported in literature. Neukum et al. (2001) state that the
2001 updated NPF is valid from 100m to 200km, but the function dataﬁle that supports Neukum’
s
Craterstats software in Neukum (2011), also citing Neukum et al. (2001), states that the NPF is
valid from 10m to 100km. For this paper, the NPF is assumed to be valid between 10m and 100km.
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Other publications misreport the a0 coefficent of twelve-term logarithmic NPF as -3.0876 (Neukum
et al., 2001; Stöffler et al., 2006; Hiesinger et al., 2010a). The a0 coefficent used in Neukum’s
CraterStats software is -3.876 (Neukum, 2011), and that coefficent correctly replicates Neukum’s
prior published plots of the NPF in Neukum et al. (2001) and in Stöffler et al. (2006). For
computations in this paper, the NPF a0 coefficent is assumed to be -3.876, because that coefficient
is used by Neukum in his most recent version of CraterStats.
Spatial frequency diagrams (SFDs) can be used to relatively date surfaces, as shown in Figure 10.
Surfaces younger than the calibrated NPF curve are shifted to the left, and older surfaces are shifted
to the right of the calibration curve.

Figure 10: Neukum’s calibrated lunar production curve for larger craters over the last 1 Ga years is
used to relatively date surfaces on other Solar System bodies. Neukum’s calibrated production curve
(Figure 8) is the solid center curve for craters with diameters between 15km-100km. The left-lower
dashed curve represents a crater counts from a hypothetical surface on a Solar System body. That
surface is younger than the calibrated lunar surface because the surface has experienced fewer
cumulative impacts than the calibrated lunar surface. The right-upper dashed curve represents a
crater counts from a hypothetical surface on a Solar System body that is older than the calibrated
lunar surface. The surface has experienced more cumulative impacts as compared to the calibrated
lunar surface. The left lower dotted curve represents a surface that experienced a resurfacing event
that erased part of the crater record. The horizontal line portion of the curve is the resurfacing event.

SFDs made from crater counts can be paired with radiometric dating of surface samples returned by
Apollo missions and with Clementine reﬂectance remote sensing that allows for extrapolation of
surface compositions to large areas on the Moon, and combining those data types creates a robust
chronological dating model for the mare surface of the Moon (e.g. Hiesinger (2003); Hiesinger &
Head (2006)). Recent examples of combining crater counts with reﬂectance remote sensing include
Head et al. (2010), Hiesinger et al. (2010a), and Huang et al. (2010). The similarity of the SFD of
crater diameters in the NPF to the presumed source of objects that create craters - the Asteroid Belt
-also supports the validity of the NPF model (Werner et al., 2002; Hartmann & Neukum, 2010), and
Marchi et al. proposed a new model that replicates the SFD of the NPF by modeling from the
distribution of asteroid diameters to lunar mare SFDs for impactors between 0.1m and 72km in size
(Marchi et al., 2009).
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An unnamed feature like a fault termed “Piccolomini-Brenner”
by George Tarsoudis
Democritus observatory and GLR group
Abstract
An unnamed feature like a fault, termed Piccolomini-Brenner fault, is illustrate. This unnamed
feature is radial to the center of Nectaris. Further images taken on oblique solar angle will allow
further measurements. This lunar feature is an ideal target for further images and next
measurements and studies.
1. General overview
Jim M osher at WikiM oon describes the Rupes as “A scarp is a one-sided feature with the terrain on
one side being at a substantially different elevation from that on the other. This differs from a rille
("rima") or a ridge ("dorsa") where the land on either side is at the same height”. GLR group has
planned to investigate different lunar Rupes. The collected data and measurements will yield a core
set of observations upon which more statistical analysis can be performed. In particular, in three
different articles GLR group has investigated Rupes Recta, Rupes Bürg (which could be also
termed as Lacus Mortis Fault) and Rupes Cauchy (Lena et al., 2008; Wöhler et al., 2007; Wöhler et
al., 2006).
The 120 km long Rupes Recta lies on the eastern shore of M are Nubium and is the best-known
lunar fault (cf. Fig. 1).
According to shadow length measurements performed in telescopic CCD images acquired at low
illumination angles, Lena et al. (2008) reported for Rupes Recta a height of 490 m in its central part,
decreasing towards the north and south. The slope angle amounts to 21° for the highest and steepest
part of the fault and decreases towards the north and south, where Lena et al. (2008) measured
slopes of about 19° and 18°, respectively. The height and slope of Rupes Recta are comparable to
the corresponding values of Rupes Bürg described in the study by Wöhler et al (2007). Rupes Bürg
has a height of 400 m and a slope of 19° in its highest and steepest part. On the contrary, Rupes
Cauchy in M are Tranquillitatis (cf. Fig. 3) is lower than Rupes Recta and Rupes Bürg. Wöhler et al.
(2006) determine the height of Rupes Cauchy as 340 m in the centre, slightly decreasing towards
the south. The slope angle is about 12° for the highest part of the fault and decreases towards its
northern and southern end. These faults can be easily imaged and a list of the Rupes is reported at
WikiM oon (http://the-moon.wikispaces.com/Lunar+Rupes#List of Lunar Rupes).
Rupes Boris in not considered a fault, while Rupes Toscanelli is considered a mare ridge and not a
fault by Wood (WikiM oon, 2008).
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Figure 1. Rupes Recta - The "S traight Wall" (Long: 7.80 W Lat: 22.10 S ).
Some of the mentioned features I imaged are reported in my website at the following links:
Rupes Altai (Long: 22.60 E Lat: 24.30 S).
http://www.lunar-captures.com//rupes_files/081117_RupesAltai_Tar.jpg
Rupes Boris (Long: 33.500 W Lat: 30.500 N). Rupes Boris in not considered a fault by Wood
(WikiM oon, 2008).
http://www.lunar-captures.com//rupes_files/080118_RupesBoris_Tar.jpg
Rupes Cauchy (Long: 37.000 E Lat: 9.000 N).
http://www.lunar-captures.com//rupes_files/110208_Rupes-Cauchy_Tar.jpg
Rupes Kelvin (Long: 33.100 W Lat: 27.300 S).
http://www.lunar-captures.com//rupes_files/090308_RupesKelvin_Tar.jpg
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Rupes Liebig (Long: 48.500 W Lat: 24.400 S).
http://www.lunar-captures.com//rupes_files/100126_RupesLiebig_Tar.jpg
Rupes Mercator (Long: 22.300 W Lat: 31.000 S). The Rupes M ercator fault is tangential with the
northeastern outer rim of M ercator.
http://www.lunar-captures.com//rupes_files/091010_RupesM ercator_Tar.jpg
Rupes Toscanelli (Long: 47.500 W Lat: 27.400 N). Rupes Toscanelli is considered a mare ridge and
not a fault by Wood (WikiM oon, 2008).
http://www.lunar-captures.com//rupes_files/071121_RupesToscanelli_Tar.jpg

2. An unnamed feature like a fault termed “Piccolomini-Brenner”
On December 2, 2011, at 17:04 UT, I imaged an interesting feature located at southeast of crater
Piccolomini. This unnamed feature (cf. Fig. 2) is radial to the center of Nectaris and thus somehow
tied to that basin's formation. This unnamed feature is more than 162 km long, as measured using
the software LTVT by Mosher and Bondo (cf. Fig. 3).
As reported by Wood (http://lpod.wikispaces.com/December+7,+2011) “this could be a basin
secondary crater chain, like the Rheita Valley, but the asymmetric edges - a scarp on one side and
nothing on the other - suggests that the feature may be a radial fault, similar to ones that cut through
the Apennine rim of the Imbrium Basin”.
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Figure 2. The unnamed Piccolomini-Brenner feature described in the text. It could be a radial
fault, similar to ones that cut through the Apennine rim of the Imbrium Basin.
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Figure 3. The unnamed Piccolomini-Brenner feature described in the text.

The LTVT software generates rendered images based on the LOLA (Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter
instrument on board the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft) DEM for a given illumination
geometry.
Rendered sections of the LOLA DEM displaying lunar features can be generated accordingly.
These rendered images are useful for simulating particular situations, especially for showing how
the appearance of a lunar feature may change with increasing solar elevation.
Preliminary height of the unnamed fault determined using the LOLA DEM and the rendered image
generated by LTVT amounts to about 900-1000 m for its highest parts (Lena, private
communication).

Further images taken on oblique solar angle will allow further measurements. This lunar feature is
an ideal target for further images, studies and interpretation about its origin.
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LUNAR DOMES NEAR GAMBART C
by Raffaello Lena and Jim Phillips
Geologic Lunar Research (GLR) group.
Abstract
In this study we examine two lunar domes located near the crater Gambart C. Based on a combined
photoclinometry and shape from shading technique applied to telescopic CCD image acquired
under oblique illumination, we determined for Gambart 1 and 2 domes a diameter of 19.5 and 9
km, respectively. Their heights amount to 190 ± 20 m and 50 ± 5 m resulting in flank slopes of 1.11°
± 0.1° and 0.63° ± 0.06°, respectively.
In the LOLA DEM, the elevation differences between the dome centres and the surrounding are in
good agreement with our image-based photoclinometry and shape from shading analysis. Based on
rheologic modelling we infer the physical conditions under which the domes were formed (lava
viscosity, effusion rate, magma rise speed) as well as the geometries of the feeder dikes. Gambart 1
and 2 were formed from lava of viscosities of 2.6 x 10 5 and 2.6 x 10 3 Pa s over a period of time of
2.7 and 0.12 years, respectively. Compositional analysis involved creation of spectra, determination
of elemental abundances, and generation of petrographic maps. Two domes consist of typical mare
basalt.
1. Introduction
Effusive lunar domes probably formed during the terminal phase of a volcanic eruption. Initially
lunar lavas were very fluid due to their high temperature. Thus, they were able to form extended
basaltic mare plains. Extended field of lunar domes are situated in western and northern Mare
Tranquillitatis near the craters Arago and Cauchy, respectively, and in eastern Oceanus Procellarum
near the craters Hortensius and Milichius.
Lunar domes have been the subject of several preceding geologic studies discussed by Wöhler et al.
(2006, 2007a) and Lena et al. (2007, 2008). Studies on morphometric and rheologic properties on
the Rümker dome complex in northern Oceanus Procellarum and the extended field of lunar domes
and cones situated near the crater Marius in central Oceanus Procellarum have been reported by
Wöhler et al. (2007b) and Lena et al. (2009a).
In this study we provide an analysis of two domes located near Gambart C crater (cf. Fig.1).
Gambart is a lunar crater on the Mare Insularum, near the central region of the Moon. It can be
located to the south-southeast of the prominent ray crater Copernicus. The floor of Gambart has
been flooded with lava, leaving a relatively flat surface surrounded by a smooth but somewhat
polygon-shaped outer rim. To the southwest of the “satellite” Gambart C is a large lunar dome, like
a terrestrial shield volcano.
Based on high-resolution telescopic CCD observation carried out under oblique illumination
conditions, we examine their morphometric characteristics by making use of a combined
photoclinometry and shape from shading approach.
The obtained values are used to derive information about the physical parameters of dome
formation (lava viscosity, effusion rate, duration of the effusion process, magma rise speed, dike
dimensions), employing the rheologic model by Wilson and Head (2003).
Compositional analysis involved creation of spectra, determination of elemental abundances, and
generation of petrographic maps of the examined region of interest.
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2. Telescopic CCD imagery
Fig. 1 displays our CCD image of Gambart C crater. It was taken with a 200 mm refractor. The
scale of the images is 260 m per pixel on the lunar surface. Due to atmospheric seeing, however, the
effective resolution (corresponding to the width of the point spread function) is not much better than
1 km. Two domes are clearly detectable in Fig. 1, which we termed Gambart 1 and 2 (Gam1 and
Gam 2) respectively. All images shown in this article are oriented with north to the top and west to
the left.

Figure 1. Telescopic CCD image of the region around Gambart C. Two domes are detectable.
3. Lunar Orbiter and WAC (LRO) imagery
As very low solar illumination angles are required to reveal the gentle slopes of lunar domes, most
of these subtle structures do not appear in the available sets of orbital images. Due to the
comparably high illumination angle, the examined domes are not clearly visible in the Lunar
Orbiter imagery. The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) WAC image (cf. Fig. 2) shows a large
and flat surface for Gam1, with the presence of some embayed hills on its summit.
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Figure 2. (Top) WAC image M116391672ME of the examined domes. (Bottom) The
yellow lines indicate the location of the cross-sectional profiles shown in Fig. 7d and 7f.
4. Methods and analysis
-For spectral analysis, the Clementine UVVIS data were examined in terms of reflectance R750 at
750 nm and the R415 /R750 and R 950/R750 colour ratios. Albedo at 750 nm is an indicator of variations
in soil composition, maturity, particle size, and viewing geometry. The R 415/R750 colour ratio
essentially is a measure for the TiO 2 content of mature basaltic soils, where high R415 /R750 ratios
correspond to high TiO2 content and viceversa (Charette et al., 1974). The values derived for two
examined domes in Gambart C are released on the calibrated and normalized Clementine UVVISNIR reflectance data as provided by Eliason et al. (1999). To estimate the abundances of six key
elements in the examined region, we rely on the regression-based approach as reported by Wöhler
et al. (2011) and Evans et al. (2010), obtaining petrographic maps of the examined region. These
maps have been routinely used for estimating the relative fractions of the three endmembers mare
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basalt, Mg-rich rock and ferroan anorthosite, as described in the GLR lunar spectra manual where
more detailed explanations can be found (cf. Evans and al., 2010).
-Lunar Orbiter images cannot be used for 3D reconstruction based on photometric methods such as
photoclinometry due the nonlinear and unknown relation between incident flux and density of the
film. Both Lunar Orbiter and Clementine images are characterised by illumination angles too steep
to reveal very low topographic features. As a consequence, for an in-depth morphometric and
subsequent rheologic analysis of the examined domes we performed a reconstruction of its 3D
shape based on the available telescopic image data, using a combined photoclinometry and shape
from shading method. The photoclinometry approach takes into account the viewing direction of the
camera, the illumination direction, and the surface reflectance in order to infer cross sectional
profiles through the surface based on the observed pixel intensities (McEwen, 1991). These profiles
are oriented along the azimuthal direction of illumination, corresponding to the image rows in the
telescopic CCD image shown in Fig. 1. Details about this approach and its application to the
generation of digital elevation maps (DEMs) of lunar surface regions are given by Wöhler et al.
(2006, 2007a) and Lena et al. (2007, 2008).
Furthermore, we estimated the magma rise speed U and the dike geometry (width W and horizontal
length L). These models have been routinely used for estimating the rheologic properties and dike
geometries for a large number of monogenetic lunar mare domes by Wöhler et al. (2006, 2007a)
and Lena et al. (2007, 2008), where more detailed explanations are reported.
5. Spectral properties of the domes using Clementine imagery
The continuum slope, the trough width, the centre wavelengths and relative depths of the individual
absorption minima are extracted from Clementine UVVIS+NIR multispectral images. The spectral
data resulted in the automated production of maps concerning a) band center minimum, b) band
depth, and c) FWHM-full height at half maximum (cf. Figs. 3d-f).
The individual Clementine spectral plots of two domes are consistent with the presence of an
absorption band at 950-970 nm which is due to the presence of a pyroxene, of moderate Ca content,
with a FWHM between about 160-180 nm and band depth of about 8%.
The greater the amount of iron present, the greater the band depth and the more mafic the terrain is.
Amounts of iron under about 5% are not very mafic and are typically anorthositic. Such terrain
constitutes the majority of the lunar highlands. More mafic clinopyroxene content is found in mare
basalts. Clinopyroxenes show band centers between 950 nm and 1000 nm. Their FWHM widths are
usually significantly less than 300 nm with band depths significantly greater than 5%. In contrast
Olivine has a band center above 1000 nm, typically near 1100 nm. The FWHM width of olivine is
wider than that of pyroxenes and is usually greater than 300 nm.
The spectra of two domes were then represented as continuum divided UVVIS+NIR spectrum and
the result is consistent with the presence of a pyroxene component without the presence of olivine
(Fig. 4a). It is well known that thermal instability in the Clementine NIR cameras causes some
calibration problems for NIR wavelength images. As a result, Clementine UVVIS+NIR images
with the standard USGS calibration do not conform perfectly to spectra taken with Earth based
telescopes.
In this paper a calibration based on Keck spectra of eight central crater peaks was derived. The
result of applying this calibration is shown in Fig. 4a.
However, the two calibrations do not produce radically different results. Fig. 4b shows reflectance
values derived for two examined domes in Gambart C.
The extracted Clementine UVVIS data were examined in terms of 750 nm reflectance (albedo) and
the R415/R 750 and R950 /R750 color ratios. The examined domes have R415 /R750 ratio of 0.625-0.637
and R950/R 750 ratio of about 1.01-1.02.
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Figure 3. Gambart C region described in the text. (a) 750 nm Clementine imagery. (b)
petrographic map. (c) petrographic basalt map of the examined region. (d) Band center map.
(e) Band depth map. (f) FWHM.
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Figure 4. (a) Individual Clementine spectral plot for two examined domes (continuumremoved reflectance). (b) Spectra of the examined lunar domes. See text for detail.

6. Spectral properties of the domes using Selene imagery
Calibration of Selene Multispectral Imager (MI) band images has currently reached level 2B2. This
level of calibration basically includes radiometric calibration and conversion of output to radiance.
In the future, 2C calibration will eventually become available and will include photometric
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calibration with conversion of output to reflectance and also a systematic geocorrection of image
bands. However, even at the present stage of calibration, it is possible to use Selene data in a limited
way to generate spectra of lunar features and to generate spectral maps as described in a preceding
work (Evans et al., 2010).

Gambart 1 dome part of surface: Selene imagery
Calibration: Mauna Kea CVF file HA1013
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Figure 5. (Top) Selene 750 nm imagery. (bottom) Selene spectral data of Gambart 1 dome
(target area measured boxed). Calibration obtained using Mauna Kea CVF file HA1013.
Mauna Kea 2.2 meter telescope 120 color spectra are available for a large number of lunar features
and have been pre-calibrated to the Apollo 16 soil sample 62231. Since they are in hemispheric
reflectance, each band must be multiplied by a bidirectional reflectance correction coefficient. Both
the Mauna Kea 2.2 meter telescope 120 color spectra and the bidirectional reflectance correction
file can be downloaded from:
http://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/lunarspec/
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Selene VIS+NIR spectra calibrated using Mauna Kea 2.2 meter telescope 120 color spectra
corrected to bidirectional reflectance gave good results when applied to the surface of the large
dome Gambart 1. For the calibration the Mauna Kea file HA1013 (5.20° N and 14.50 °W) was
used. Comparison of the resulting block spectra obtained from Selene imagery (cf. Fig 5) with the
standard Clementine USGS calibration or the Keek calibration (Fig. 4a) show that they are quite
similar. The continuum divided spectra of the absorption trough near 1000 nm is also consistent
with a significant pyroxene composition without the presence of an olivine component (Fig 5).
7. Elemental abundance and petrographic maps using Clementine UVVIS+NIR data
To estimate the abundances of six key elements in the examined region, we rely on the regressionbased approach which involves the analysis of the mafic absorption trough around 1000 nm present
in nearly all lunar spectra. These spectral features allow to estimate the abundances of the elements
Ca, Al, Fe, Mg, Ti, and O based on a second-order polynomial regression approach, using the
directly measured LP GRS abundance data as “ground truth” (Wöhler et al., 2011 and Evans et al.,
2010).
The uncertainty of the derived elemental abundance maps is ± 1 wt%. Based on this approach, the
abundances of the elements Ca, Al, Fe, Mg, Ti, and O were estimated (Fig. 6). The wt % range is as
follows: aluminum (0-20 wt %), calcium (2-18 wt %), iron (0-25 wt %), magnesium (0-16 wt %),
oxygen (40-47 wt %), and titanium (0-6 wt %).
We furthermore determined the petrographic map shown in Fig. 3b, which indicates the relative
fractions of the three endmembers mare basalt (red channel), Mg-rich rock (green channel), and
ferroan anorthosite (FAN, blue channel). The highlands appear clearly as blue regions,
corresponding to anorthositic highland material. Basaltic mare plains appear in a reddish hue, while
green patches indicate Mg-rich rocks, e.g. olivine component.
The petrographic map (Fig. 3b) shows that the surface of the examined domes consists of mare
basalt intermixed with highland material. A second set of endmembers was inferred from the
abundances of Al and Ti to distinguish the three main classes of lunar basalts (Fig. 3c): low-Ti,
moderate-Al basalt (Al 8.5 wt%, Ti 1.6 wt%, red channel); low-Ti, high-Al highland material (Al
14 wt%, Ti 0.5 wt%, green channel); high-Ti, low-Al basalt (Al 6.3 wt%, Ti 3.6 wt%, blue
channel).
Regions appearing in a green hue (Fig. 3c) are not aluminous mare basalts but either highland
material or mare basalt contaminated with highland material by lateral mixing effects. Moreover the
petrographic basalt map indicates that Gambart C rim crater consists of Ti-rich basalt excavated by
the impact crater.
8. Morphologic and morphometric properties
8.1 Morphology of the domes
The coordinates of the domes and their dimension were computed using the Lunar Terminator
Visualization Tool (LTVT) software by Mosher and Bondo (2006). The LTVT software requires a
calibration of the images by identifying the precise selenographic coordinates of some landmarks
on the image.
This calibration was performed based on the Unified Lunar Control Network (ULCN). The
selenographic coordinates are determined to 2.87° N 12.17° W and 2.63° N 12.60° W for Gambart
1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 6. Elemental analysis using Clementine UVVIS-NIR data.

8.2 LOLA DEM
Recently, a global lunar digital elevation map (DEM) obtained with the Lunar Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (LOLA) instrument on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) spacecraft has been
released.
It has a lateral resolution of 1/64 degrees or about 500 m in the equatorial regions of the Moon
(http://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/lro/lola.htm). A rendered image obtained using LTVT
and the LOLA DEM (Fig. 7a), and assuming the same illumination conditions as in Fig. 1, is shown
in Fig. 7c. In the LOLA DEM, the elevation difference between the domes centre and their western
border amounts to about 190-200 m for Gambart 1, yielding for highest hills elevation of 240 m,
and to about 50 m for Gambart 2, which is in a good agreement with our image-based
photoclinometry and shape from shading analysis.

8.3 3D reconstruction of the domes by photoclinometry and shape from shading
We performed a reconstruction of the 3D shape based on the available telescopic image data, using
the combined photoclinometry and shape from shading method.
These techniques take into account the viewing direction of the camera, the illumination direction,
and the surface normal in order to infer the pixel-wise surface normal and thus the threedimensional shape of a surface section from the observed intensity distribution in the image. As it is
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not straightforward, however, to directly employ the Hapke model for 3D reconstruction purposes
(1993), in many astrogeological applications the empirical Lunar-Lambert law is used:
RLL (, i, e , ) = [2 L() cos i / (cos i + cos e) + (1 – L()) cos i]
with as the surface albedo, i as the angle between surface normal and illumination direction, e
as the angle between surface normal and viewing direction, and the Lunar-Lambert parameter L()
as an empirical value depending on the phase angle . Given a suitable choice of L(), the LunarLambert law fits the true scattering behaviour of a planetary surface equally well as the Hapke
model. For oblique illumination and perpendicular view we have cos i << cos e ≈1, such that RLL
shows essentially the same behaviour as RL. The domes are situated near the centre of the Moon's
apparent disk (e ≈12°), where the Lunar-Lambert BRDF does not differ substantially from the
Lambert model.
Based on a combined photoclinometry and shape from shading technique applied to telescopic CCD
image of the domes, for Gambart 1 we determined a diameter of 19.5 ± 0.5 km, a height of 190 ±
20 m yielding a flank slope of 1.11° ± 0.1°. For Gambart 2 we determined a diameter of 9.0 ± 0.5
km, a height of 50 ± 5 m and a flank slope of 0.63° ± 0.06°. We assumed a typical form factor of f
= 1/2, which yields estimated volumes of V = 30 and 1.6 km³ for Gam 1 and Gam2, respectively.
A cross-sectional profile of the examined domes is shown in Figs. 7d and 7f.
9. Rheologic properties
The model by Wilson and Head (2003) estimates the yield strength τ
, i. e. the pressure or stress that
must be exceeded for the lava to flow, the plastic viscosity η, yielding a measure for the fluidity of
the erupted lava, the effusion rate E, i. e. the lava volume erupted per second, and the duration of
the effusion process T. The computed values are valid for domes that formed from a single flow
unit (monogenetic volcanoes). Based on the morphometric properties of the examined domes we
obtain for Gam1 lava viscosity of 2.6 x105 Pa s, a lava effusion rate of E = 356 m3 s-1, and a
duration of the effusion process of T = 2.7 years. The magma rise speed amounts to U = 1.3 x 10-4
m s-1 and the dike width and length to 24 m and 108 km, respectively.
The inferred values for Gam2 yield a lower lava viscosity of 2.6 x10 3 Pa s, a lava effusion rate of E
= 413 m3 s-1, and a duration of the effusion process of T = 0.12 years. The magma rise speed
amounts to U = 6.7 x 10 -3 m s-1 and the dike width and length to 4 m and 17 km, respectively. These
rheologic values were inferred assuming the minimum vertical magma pressure gradient of dp/dz =
328 Pa m -1 required to drive magma to the lunar surface as reported by Wilson and Head (2003).
Based on the inferred rheologic properties and associated dikes geometry, Gam1 belongs to the
rheologic group R1, while the dome Gam2 is a typical representative of rheologic group R2 (Wöhler
et al., 2007a).
The first group, R1, is characterised by lava viscosities of 104 -106 Pa s, magma rise speeds of 10-5 –
10-3 m s -1, dike widths around 10-30 m, and dike lengths between about 30 and 200 km. Rheologic
group R 2 is characterised by low lava viscosities between 102 and 104 Pa s, fast magma ascent (U >
10-3 m s -1), narrow (W <10 m) and short (L = 7-25 km) feeder dikes. The third group, R3, is made
up of domes which formed from highly viscous lavas of 106-108 Pa s, ascending at very low speeds
of 10-6 – 10-5 m s-1 through broad dikes of several tens to 200 m width and 100-200 km length.
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Figure 7. (a) Section from the LOLA DEM. (b) LOLA DEM colour hill shade including the
examined domes (LMMP Nasa). (c) Image simulated based on the LOLA DEM using LTVT,
assuming the same illumination conditions as in Fig. 1a. (d) Cross-sectional profile of
Gambart 1 in east-west direction. The vertical axis is about 30 times exaggerated, the
curvature of the lunar surface has been subtracted. (e) Gambart 1 dome 3D reconstruction.
(f) Cross-sectional profile of Gambart 2 in east-west direction. (g) Gambart 2 dome 3D
reconstruction.
10. Discussion
Although two domes in Gambart C are located close to each other, their morphometric and
rheologic properties indicate different eruption conditions (cf. section 8 and 9).
From the petrographic map (Fig. 3a) the soil of two domes appears composed of mare material
admixed with highland material, thus the green colour in the corresponding petrographic basalt map
(Fig. 3c).
A mechanism to explain the presence of highland components in mare soils and vice versa is lateral
mixing due to random impacts of small bodies as suggested by Li et al. (1997) and modelled in
more detail by Li and Mustard (2000). They infer the relative fraction of mare and highland soil
along mare highland contacts based on spectral mixture modelling of Clementine UV/VIS data and
introduce a so-called anomalous diffusion model that fits well the observed relative abundances at
distances of up to 10 km from the boundary.
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Hence, our interpretation is that this region was flooded by mare lava and was then contaminated by
lateral mixing with highland material from nearby impact craters.
The height of Gam1 were determined to 190 ± 20 m, resulting in flank slopes of 1.11° ± 0.1°. It
belongs to the class C1 in the novel classification scheme introduced by Wöhler et al. (2006) and
later refined by Lena et al. (2007).
The height of the second examined dome, Gam2, was determined to 50 ± 5 m, resulting in flank
slope of 0.63° ± 0.06°. It shows a shallow flank slope mainly due to the low viscosity of the lava
from which it formed (2.6 x103 Pa s). According to its different character the magma rise speed was
higher than for Gam1 dome, probably due to a higher lava temperature and thus a decreased degree
of crystallisation during magma ascending at higher speed through a narrower and shorter feeder
dike (estimated to 4 m and 17 km, respectively). Due its morphometric properties, Gam2 is situated
between classes C1 and C 2.
Finally, we can compare our morphometric measurements and modelling results to analyses of
terrestrial volcanic edifices, as reported in an our preceding work (cf. Lena et al., 2009b). According
to Rutherford and Gardner (2000), rise speeds of terrestrial magmas usually correspond to 10 -3–10- 2
m s- 1, which is higher than the value of about 10- 4 m s - 1 estimated for Gam1. The effusion rate
between 350 - 410 m3 s- 1 inferred for Gambart C domes is higher than the values typically found for
terrestrial basaltic eruptions if compared with Mt. Etna and Kilauea volcano on Hawaii. For Mt.
Etna Lyman et al. (2004) state effusion rates of 0.1–40 m3 s-1 for historically active dome eruptions,
while for basaltic eruptions of the Kilauea volcano in the period between 1982 and 2003, Sutton et
al. (2003) measure typical effusion rates around 3 m3 s- 1, peaking at values of up to 10 m3 s- 1 over
time intervals of several months.
For terrestrial dikes, we report data described by Wada (1994): for dike widths of 1 m, lava
viscosities of 101 –102 Pa s are derived, while larger dike widths of typically 10–30 m and in some
cases up to 100 m are associated with lava viscosities of 10 4 –106 Pa s. Hence, the viscosity and
dike width inferred for the examined Gambart C domes fit into the range of values for terrestrial
dikes derived by Wada (1994).
Seismic data indicate depths of the magma chambers of 3–7 km for the Hawaiian volcanoes as
reported by Clague (1987) and around 10 km for Mt. Etna as provided by Murru et al. (1999).
However, based on petrographic and compositional analyses of Hawaiian spinel and olivine rocks
Keshav and Sen (2004) indicate that Hawaiian shield-building magmas may pond and fractionate in
magma chambers at depths of more than 100 km. These depth values are comparable to the depth of
the magma reservoir associated with the examined domes described in this study.
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